Anti-Tip Device Installation Instructions

To ensure that your Touchmaster Infinity upright cabinet is UL-compliant, you must install the provided anti-tip device.

Materials supplied (in coin vault)
[ ] anti-tip plate (1) [ ] #8 screws (6)
[ ] leg leveler (1) [ ] 3/8-16 leg leveler nut (1)

INSTALLATION

Before you begin, verify the operation of the existing game before making any changes to the cabinet.

Switch off power to the game and disconnect the line cord from the A.C. power. Clear the work area and gently lower the game onto its side.

Center the anti-tip plate on the bottom edge of the back of the cabinet and attach the plate with the provided self-tapping screws. Install the leg leveler, making sure it is raised above the level of the other levelers on the cabinet.

Stand the cabinet upright and return the game to its proper location. Lower the leg leveler on the anti-tip plate to the floor and tighten the nut against the anti-tip plate. Reconnect the line cord to the A.C. power. Switch on power to the game, and verify proper operation.